Join the Team, Play it Green!

Beat the Copier!

The Teacher Challenge
AND
The Class Challenge

The 2 challenges are...

1. Cut the team's colour copying by 60% this year!
2. Cut the team's black & white copying by 25% this year!
WHY SHOULD I ‘BEAT THE COPIER’?

Our Mission Statement

- Developing responsible global citizens and leaders through academic excellence
Reason #2 **SCARY STATISTICS**

1 average tree = 8,333 sheets of paper

CDNIS contributes to the destruction of **390** trees by purchasing over **1300** boxes of paper a year.

Every colour copy costs 10 cents (USD).

Some families in developing nations live off of as little as $1 USD a day.

That is equivalent to **10** colour copies.
Some friendly intra-school competition with some pretty cool prizes
What would you do with $924,788.10?

That’s how much CDNIS spent on photocopying last year.
Reason #5

- **Responsibility**: We all have a role to play in protecting our planet’s and school’s resources.
- **Change**: We all have habits we can change for the better to achieve beneficial results.
The Teacher Challenge:

1. Using the statistics from 2009-2010, as a grade level or department team, add up the total number of colour and black & white photocopies made last year. Your target is to beat the copier by reducing these numbers by 50% and 25% respectively.

2. Keep the Beat The Copier monitor displayed in a public place where students can see your efforts—one of our purposes is responsible modeling. As a team, determine your beginning point on Nov 1, detect your midpoints on Jan 26, Mar 25 and summarize your final point on May 31.

Prizes:
Teams that meet the target will be recognized. The team with the greatest % reduction will earn the uber-prize!
The Class Challenge:

1. Using the class statistics from 2009-2010, identify the total number of copies your class will need to beat this year in order to *beat the copier* by reducing colour copies by 50% and black & white copies by 25%.

2. Keep the *Beat The Copier* monitor displayed in your room. As a class, determine your beginning point on Nov 1, detect your midpoints on Jan 26, Mar 25 and summarize your final point on May 31.

**Prizes:**
Classes that meet the target will be recognized. The class with the greatest % reduction will earn the *uber-price*!

**Prizes include:** A month of free Friday DDD, pizza party and/or Paddyfield gift certificates
THE BEST PRIZE OF ALL...

We all win!

Senior Administration has agreed to donate 10% of photocopying savings this year to the E-club ECA to determine how the funds can be used within the school in a greener way!
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